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Names of Ragas like Kuranji, Erukalakambhoji an<t.
Velavali reveal a tribal origin.

CHAPTER V

22 SRUTJS
. Such ragas as Dvitiya Saindhavi, Tritiya Saindhavi
Chaturtha Saindhavi and Dvitiya Kedaram suggest tha;
these are slightly different forms of Saindhavi and
Kedaram tespectively.
There are ragas with dual names.

Andolika and
likewise are
Smdhu dhanyasi and Udayaravichandrika ; Rama manohari and Rama manohari; and Vanali and Rasavali.
~ayuradhvani are one and the same raga ;

The names of some ragas have undergone a slight
change, Dhanyasi
is referred to in earlier works as
Dhanasi,
Dhanasri, Dhanasari
Dhannasi,
Dhanasi,
and Dhanyasi.
Yadukulakambhoji is refered to as
Erukalakamboji,
Yarakalakambodhi,
and
Edukulakambodi.
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In the history of world music, Indian music is one of
the earliest to use quarter-tones. It is the use of quartertones and micro-tones that imparts a peculiar charni and
flavour to the music of India. Twenty-two such notes . i.e.
ten notes in addition to the universal twelve notes of the
gamut have been in use for centuries.
Many ancient
Sanskrit and Tamil works refer to the 22 srutis as the
foundation of the Indian musical scale. With the progress
_of the art, a few more srutis have come into use.
Theoretically, the number of srutis figuring in Indian
music has been estimated by various scholars as 22, 24; 21•
32, 48, 53 and 96. Though in modern music we ase a tew
stutis in addition td the 22, the number 22 repres~nts
the barest minimum of srutis that has been actually tised
ifi Indian musiC fron( ancient times. , A few of these.'srutis
figure in rare ragas and they live only through these ragas·
A. well-trained ear can petceive and identify at ieast
·50 notes
an octave. In music, however, we ·are con·
cemed ·only
with·
those l ' srutis · which
actually occtit ·in
. .
.·.
·ragas at:tdjwhich bear a c()ncotdaht telationship with (me
·another.· The rest are discarded. the use of these subtle
tones is ·jn fact the glory of lndlait' music and testifies to
. the highly developed aural ·po~~ts' of· the indiati musician.
Musicians an~·' not, generalty speaking, conscious of the
precise frequency values of ' these srutis, but keeping
the melodic picture br the raga · hi their minds, they are
. able to sing or play the srutis accurately. Just as a person
can speak a language correctly without knowing in detail its

in

si·
grammar, so also a person can sing a raga or a composition
in it correctly, without knowing the frequencies of the notes
figuring in the raga.
The subject of 22 srutis is one of the most difficult
branches of the science of Indian music. It can be understood only by persons with many years of musical training.
In fact those janya ragas, which can possibly claim more
than one janaka mela are put under particular melakartas
on the basis of their sruti :values only. The melodic
individuality of a raga is revealed only when its characteristic srutis are sounded.
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. A sruti is a note of minute pitch which a refined and
trained ear
can distinguish.
It is the smallest
audible difference of pitch. It is a fraction of a semi-tone·
There is no such thing as a unit sruti with a constant
value. An eka sr1tf1: (single sruti) interval is of three sizes.
When we say that there is an interval of one sruti
between a pair of notes the value of this sruti interval may
be any one gf these according to the notes forming the
pair. The *values of these srutis are, in the increasing
order of pitch: H (comma of Didymus: 22 cents), H
(70 cents) and Hi {Pythagorean Limma: 90 cents). H is
called the prO'iiUina sruti. The other two srutis are
termed nywv1. sndi and punw sruti respectively. The
term purna sruti denotes the eka sruti
interval of
the highest pitch. The term nynna s1:uti means the sruti
that is slightly less than the pwrna smti. The octave is
divided into 22 intervals of unequal pitch. In other words,

-------------------------------------* The values of srutis can be expressed in terms of vibrations
. per second or as ratios to the fundamental or in cyclic cente.

the sthayi is conceived of as the sum total of 22 srutis of
unequal size. Notes which are separated from one another
by an interval of less than . a pramiina smti are not
reckoned.

A dvisrvti interval has two values: H and H~. The
former is the diatonic semi-tone and is called the
pn1·M dvisndi inte1·val (112 cents). The latter is slightly
less than the semi - tone and -is called the nyuna
dvisndi inte1:val (92 cents). Between the shadja aLtd the
suddha rishabha is a semi-tone H. But between suddha
rishabha and chatussruti rishabha is the slightly flattened
semi-tone tH or nyuna dvisrnti interval-H x {H:;::j .
A trismti interval has a constant value J1r'!. (182 cents)
and corresponds to the minor tone. A chatussruti interval
has also a constant value t (204 cents) and corresponds to
the major tone.
A chatu.ssrnti intorval comprises two prama.na srutis
(commas), one nyuna sruti and one purna sruti (limma)

UxUxHxHi=t.
A chatussruti interval comprises a purna _ dvisruti
interval and a nyuna dvisruti interval H x iH=i·
A panchasruti interval is equal to H (294 cents).
Between the chatussruti rishabha and the suddha madhyama is a panchasruti interval~t x H == j.
A shatsmti intm·val is equal to % (316 cents). There
is a shatsruti interval between antara ga.ndhara and
pan chama : t x!""' !·
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The difference between a shatsruti interval and a pan~
chasruti interval (6 - 5) is a comma U or a pramana sruti.

arrangement by which we produce the srutis by deflecting
the string from the lower svarastha.nas is quite satisfactory.
The distribution of 22 srutis over the 12 svarasthanas is
an easy and workable arrangement. The 12 frets for an
octave on the Vina do not warrant the assumption that
only 12 notes are used in an octave.

The difference between a panchasruti interval and a
chatussruti interval (5 - 4) is a limma Hl} or a purna sruti.
The difference between a chatussruti interval and a
trisruti interval (4 - 3) is a comma ~! or a pramana sruti.
The difference between a trisruti . interval and a
dvisruti interval (3 - 2) is H or a nyuna sruti.
The difference between a dvisruti interval and an
ekasruti interval of the purna type (2 - 1) is a comma lfr
or pramana sruti.
European musicians, brought up in the tradition of
equal temperament, while listening to Indian. music .employing quarter-tones are likely to get t.he .tmpresslOn that
impure notes are being played. Thts 1~ an erroneous
notion. It is of interest to note that m recent years
attempts have been made in Europe to write quarter-tone
music and pianos containing 24 keys to the octave have
been made. A whole opera employing quarter-tone music
was performed some years ago in Germany.

in

Since equal temperament is resorted to
Western
music a quarter-tone there will mean an exact half of a
semi-t~ne i.e. 50 cents which is not the case in Indian music.
It is possible to have 22 frets on the vina finger-board
to indicate the 22 sruti-sthanas and play music, but this
arrangement will become too unwieldy. The present

In ancient music, the 22 srutis were distributed over
all the sapta svaras. But later on, when sa and pa came to
be regarded as aviknda svaras, (i.e., changeless and not
admitting of varieties) sa and pa took one sruti each and
the remaining 20 srutis. were distributed amongst the
5 notes : ri ga ma dha and ni at the rate of 4 for each
note. Thus 4 X 5 = 20 + 1+ 1=22 srutis. Hence the significance of the statement : svaras are 7, svamsthiinas are 12
and sndis are 22·
The 22 srutis of ancient music were not mere theoretical
postulates. They were solid musical facts aod were ascertained when Rig Vedic hymns and melodies were sung with
sa, ma and pa as the tonic note or adhara shadja.
A musical scale is a collection of all the notes used in
the octave in a particular country. A musical scale is a
gradual evolution. It is the result of centuries of musical
thought and practice.
The 22 srutis are the foundation of the original scale
and tliey were derived primarily for fixing the values of the
suddha svaras i.e., the notes of the Sama gana. Excepting
for the notes sa, ma and pa, the term suddha svara in
anCient music and modern music denotes notes of entirely
12
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different pitch. The frequencies of these notes have been
given in the preceding chapter. The srutis are derived
upon the principle of samviirlitvo or consonance. The 22
srutis were evolved 9y the Cycle of Fifths and Fourths i.e.,
by the sa-pa and sa-ma methods (samviida dvaya).

etc. From the 8th to the 9th is a chatussruti (major tone),
from the 9th to the lOth is a trisruti (minor tone) and from
the 15th to the 16th is a dvisruti (diatonic semi-tone).
The other successive intervals are of interest only from the
academic point of view and are not of musical importance.

-Ahobala's Sangita piirijiita.

The Harmonic Series again gives us the values of
Panchama as i ; Antara Ga.ndhii,ra as ~ and Chatussruti
Rishabha as j.

i.e., the 22 srutis are arrived at by the shadjapanchama bhava
(Note. A Panchama interval below the shadja gives the
suddha madhyama.). Thus a' cycle of under fifths will give
the values obtained in the Cycle of Fourths.

The traditional mention of Panchama and Madhyama
as the basis of derivation should be taken only as illustrative and not exhaustive. The Cycle of Thirds sa-ga
series will furnish other srutis as well.
All the 22 srutis become svaras in some raga or other.
Srutis actually used in a raga attain the status of svaras in
that raga and the other notes remain merely as srutis.
It will be useful at this stage for the student to become
familiar with the frequencies of the e~sier srutis and then
to study the more difficult ones.

From the Harmonic Series, we see that the values of
the successive intervals arc :--a sthayi (octave), a panchama (perfect 5th), suddha madhyama (perfect 4th), antara
gandh~ra (major 3rd), sadh"rana
gandhara (minor 3rd),

There is an interesting point about these three notes:Panchama is the harmonic mean of shadja and tara

. 1+2 =-g-.
3
shad"Ja, t.e.,T
Antara Gandhara is the harmonic mean of shadja and
1+3
panchama
={

T

Chatussruti Rishabha is the harmonic mean of shadja
1+5
and antara ga.ndhii.ra ·. 4 =-£
2
The sa-pa sen:es or the Cycle of Fifths gives· us the
following notes : sa (the starting-note of the cycle)= 1 ; Panchama = j.

Panchama of this Pan chama is the· tara stha.yi Chatussruti Rishabha ~xi=! which is a *compound interval.
This note in the madhya sthayi will have the value

(l7tH·
* 1-. compound interval is an interval greater tha,n an o«;:tave,

·
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The Panchama of this Chatussruti Rishabha gives us
the Chatussruti Dhaivata ~ x ~= ~i which is the Pythagorean
major 6th.

The suddha madhyama of this dhaivata is the eka sruti
rishabha of tara sthayi : . --

The Panchama of this Chatussruti Dhaivata gives us
a note in the tara sthayi which is slightly above the Antara
Ga.ndhara Hx~=H. This note in the madhya sthayi=H
divided by 2 = U. This note is higher than the An tara
gandhara by a comma interval t x H=H. This note is
called the Tivra Antara Gandhara or the Chyuta Madhyama
Gandhara and is the Pythagorean major 3rd.
Its Panchama gives us the note: Tivra Kakali Nisha.da
or the Chyuta Shadja Nishadha H x!=H~. This note is
the Pythagorean major 7th. , _The sa-rna series or the Cycle of Fourths gives us the
following notes :sa (the starting-note of the cycle)= 1

Its suddha maddyama={.
The suddha madhyama of this madhyama is the
flattened Kaisiki Nishada : j j = J1r8 •

x

The suddha madhyama of this nishada is the tara
sthayi flattened sadharana gandhara :

-V- x t = t}. This note in the madhya sthayi will have
the value H divided by 2 = H

J(tB x j =U~.
sthayi willhave the value Hi·

This note in the m!J,dhya

If suddha madhyama is taken as shadja its antara
gandhara will be the note of frequency:· txt=!· This
note is the Trisruti Dhaivata and is at a trisruti interval
from Panchama. The same note a Fifth below giv,es us
the Trisruti Rishabha JlJo (minor tone).
Between the Antara ga.ndhara and the suddha madhyama is a dvisruti interval, H; thus i
={ ' Behveen
he ko.kali nisha;da and tara shadja is also a dvisruti
int~rval : Il X H = 2. The . suddha rishabha is .. a· dv~sruti
interv~l from shadja and its frequency is

xn

n.

The sadharana ga;ndbara is a dvisruti interval from
chatussruti rishabha and its frepuency is: i x il~t.
The Prati madhyama is a dvisruti interval from
suddha madhyama and its frequency is : j x t! =H· The ratio of the frequency of a note to that of a Iow~r
note is termed· the interval between them. I~ ordt(t; to
obtain the interval value between any two notes, divide th~;
frequency of the higher note by that of the lower .. not~· .
Thus the interval between suddha . madhyama and . PaJ1,.·
chania is a chatussruti interval : ~ + t ..i.e. ~ X! ... }.·

The suddha madhyama of this giindhara is the flattened
form of suddha dhaivata :-'

It consequently follows that a lower· .note :nmlUplied
by the interval between it and th,e next higher. ~ote giv~:.
the pitch of that higher note. Thus! XH=!· _

~~x!-!:_2_e
~7
3- 8.\

And If n=the number of vibrations of src, then the.
frequency. of any other note say like. phatussruti rishabha ~·· ,
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i n ; that of antara gandhara = £ n and so on. If the interval is inversed we get the vibrating length of the string.
A careful and analytical study of the Sankarabharana
scale reveals to us that almost all the important intervals

used in music figure therein.
There is a dvisruti interval between ga and m 1
5

16

:

4

4Xi5=a·
There is a trisruti interval between ri and g(l
~x!<J_Q

8

9 -4·

There is a chatussruti interval between ma and pa
4

9

3

s'><s=2.
There is a panchasruti interval between 1·i and rna :
9

32

4

sX27=3.

There is a shatsruti interval between ga and pa :
5

6

3

4X5=2.
In the sruti scheme, precedence is first given to sa-po
values then to sa-ma values and then to sa-g11 values.
It is not unusual for a raga to change some of
its characteristic srutis in particular sancharas. Occasionally in some ragas, the frequencies of svaras differ in
their arohana and avarohana. Rishabha and Gandhara of
Todi are instances in point.

The Table on the next page gives the modern names
for the 22 srutis, their frequencies as also the ragas in which
they are met with. The four sruti varieties of a note are
for the sake of convenience, referred to in the increasin!
order of pitch as, ra, ri, ru, re ; ga, fji, gu, ge and so on,

TABLE V.-f>vavimsati .(22) Sruti Chart.

Name of the sruti

Shadja
Ekasruti Rishabha
Dvisruti

. H:ow
Frequency
represented ·
1

sa
ra

r,

256

243
16

"

j]
10

"

9

Chatussruti ,

9

Trisruti

re

~

Suddha Gandhara or Komal
( Sadharana Ga.ndha.ra .
Sadharana
Antara

ga

r,
g,

32
27

Ragas in which
the srutis are met
with

I'

.

1

240

2% /24?
252.8
81/86
256

!2"5

/~~

0

90
112
182

I1

All ragas
Gaula
Ma.yamalavagaula

I Bhairavi

266.6
81/60
270

204

Sankarabharana

:Z?~/24'3
284.4

294

Bhairavi

316

Kharaharapriya

386

Sankarabharana

8t/8c)
6

Gandhara
Gandhara

8

Yalu~ in I Value
Vlbraw;ms in cyclic
per second
with sa=240 1 cents

5
gu Ia

5

4

288
~5/24

300
St/'QCJ

TABLE V.-Dvavimsati (22) Sruti Chart-(Oontd.)
Name of the sruti

\ Chyuth madhyama

g~-

l :!

1

or

ge

g,

(the Phythagorean major 3rd
madhyama

Suddha
Tivra suddha

"

Prati

Value in
Value
vibrations
per second in cyclic
with sa=240 cents

How
Frequenc
represe11ted
Y

"

Chyuta panchama madhyama

303.75

mi

.
I

m3 r

me

m,

l

320

81/8-o
27

I
I

m2

mu

Panchama

~

m1 \

I

408

Devagandhari

\

498

Kuntalavarali

\

324

20
45

with

~ SC../2.4 3 ~

\
ma

Ragas- in which
the srutis are met

I'

I 1..s I 7. 4

'

32

Begada and
Gaulipantu

i

337.5

·

1

520

490

Kalyani

81/80
64
l) 729}
512 or 45

Varali

or

.J41.3

:z 5 (o /.:Z4)

3

pa

"'}(3~1.7)

360
'
i
I
II :z;&/243 ,
I
1'
.1
379
I

2

702

All ragas where p i!
not varja

792

Saveri

1

128

Ekasruti dhaivata

Sf

'8t /86
·~---

-------------

_..,.~--~

Dvisruti dhaivata

,....
~

Trisruti dhaivata

l

Chatussruti dhaivata or the
Pythagorean major 6th

chi d'i:
dhu ds
dhe d.

na

Kaisiki nisha.da

Dl

{ Chyuta shadja nishoda or
·
the Tivra kakali nishada or
the Pythagorean major 7th

n1

5

3
27
).6

Ma.yama.lavagaula

884

Ka.mbhoji

906

Kalyani

'Z5/24
400

8t/56
405

16

9

426.6

'~96

Bhairavi

8t/8o
n,

9

5
15

nu

Da

ne

n~

8
243
128

432

2-,S

1018

Kharaharapriya

1088

Sankarii.bharana

1110

Kuranji

1200

All ragas except th
Nisha.da.nty
Dhaivata.ntya an1
Panchamanty;
ra.gas

/'2. 4
450

81/~0

455.6

2S:.,/243
sa

Tara shadja

5

814

Zt:5t::./243

~ Suddha nishada or the
Komala kaisiki nishada

Kakali nisha.da

384

8

480

98

.99

NoTE.-The notes sudrll•a ulind.hiim and surldha
nishada in the above Table are the same as the old shadja
grama gandhfl.ra and nishada, and nnt the same as the
suddha gandhara and suddha nishada of the scheme of 72
Melakartas. Likewise it should be noted that the mnemonics
ra ri ru rc; ga gi 51 u gc etc., have not the same values
as the ra n: rn and uo gi gn of the 72 Melakarta scheme.
In the above Table only those ragas in which the srutis are
characteristically met with are given as examples.

An octave consists of 10 pramana srutis ·(commas)
220 cents, 7 purna srutis (limmas) 630 cents and 5 nyuna
srutis (350 cents); Tota11200 cents.

From the above Table it will also be seen that,
(1) there is a purna sruti interval (~~ D between sa
and ekasruti rishabha; betv:een chatussruti rishabha and
komala sadharana gandhara ; between 7n and ekasruti
dhaivata and komala
dhaivata ; between chatussruti
kaisiki nishada ;
(2) there is a nyuna sruti interval G*) between
dvisruti rishabha and trisruti rishabha ; betvveen sadharana
gandhara and antara gandhii,ra; between dvisruti dhaivata
and trisruti dhaivata ; between kaisiki nishH Lla and kakali
nishada; (H is the deisis).
(3) there is a pramana sruti !Dterv<ll (H) between
ekasruti rishabha and· dvisruti rishabha ; between trisruti
rishabha and chatussn~ti rishabha; between komal sn.dharana
gandhara and sadharana ga,ndhara ; between antara
gandhara and chyuta madhyama gii,ndha,ra ; between ekasruti dhaivata and dvisruti dhaivata ; between trisruti
dhaivata and chatussruti daivata ; between komal kaisiki
nishada and kaisiki nishada ; between bkali nishada and
chyuta shadja nishada.

From Table V it will be seen that the difference
. between a purna sn1h and a 1l!/1tnrl srnti . is 20 cents.
Likewise the difference between a punvt dvisrnti and
a nyuna dvismti is 20· cents. This interval which is less
than a pramn,na sruti was too subtle and the ancient
scholars therefore ignored it from the point of view of
practical music (8ruti 8iidhiirana. Pralcamw1).
Although the frequencies of the srutis are not
mentioned in terrns of vibrations per second or :even in
fractions in ancient works, still from the methods outlined
for their derivation we are · able · to. fix their. values
and · with modern knowledge we are able to prove
mathematically the accuracy of the scheme of 22 srutis. The
aesthetic logic behind the scheme of 22 srutis is also clear,
It is however clearly mentioned in ancient works that
the octave bears a dnianna relationship i. e. the frequencies
of a note and its octave bear the ratio 1 : 2. When a
stretched string is stopped at 1/3 length and the segmented
lengths of t~e string are pli.tcked consecutively, it will be
found that the shorter and the longer segments give the notes
tara panchama and madhya panchama respectively. This
again is an example of .lvignnn relationship. The frequency
· of Panchama w~s thus fixed as 3j2 and the frequencies of all
the other srutis were then calculated.
The four srutis of ga, ma and ni may also be referred
to as ekasruti, dvisruti, trisruti and chatussruti · gandhara,
madhyama and nisha.da respectively after the manner of
rishabha and dhaivata.
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It is also worthy of note that the four srutis of each

of the notes : ri ga ma dha ni progress in a symmetrical
order.
The frequencies given for the 22 srutis in Table V
are those which have been arrived at after mature deliberations in the conferences held during recent years.
When a suitable apparatus which will indicate the frequencies
of notes sung or played is devised, we can experimentally prove the values of these srutis. In the Pradarsana
Vina, one can see visually the different sthanas of the 22
srutis and perceive their inter-relationships.
The srutis bearing septimal ratios possibly occur in a
few ragas. The note of frequency ~ (280 vibrations per
second sa= 240) occurs between chatussruti rishabha and
komal sadharana gandhara. The note of frequency i- (336
vibrations per second occurs between tivra suddha
madhyama and prati madhyama. Since this note is less
that Kalyani madhyama by a very small interval, it will be.
difficult aurally to distinguish between the notes .} and H.
The note of frequency t (420 vibrations per second) occurs
between chatussruti dhaivata: and komala kaisiki nishada.
The notes i and t are samvadi svaras.
The notes of frequencies
svaras and are rarely used.

H

and

H

also are samvadi

Just as there are twin svarasthanas for each of the 5
notes Ti ga ma dha ni, there are twin srutis for each of
the ten svarasthanas, other than sa and pa. No two
~onsecutive srutis caa oc9ur in a ra~a,

L

It is desirable and certainly will be more accurate to
describe the svaras figuring in ragas in terms of their precise sruti values. But such a d6Scription will be of use
only to a limited few and hence the traditional method of
describing ragas in terms of their· svarasthanas has been
adopted in this book in the hope that the students will
find the correct srutis with their teachers' help. The
continuous curve and the constant portamento in Indian
classical music is due to the fact that it is more the interval that is sung or played, rather than the mere note.

The topic of 22 srutis as understood and applied in
modern music (iidhunika sangita) has been dealt with in
detail in this chapter. We shall now see its application
in ancient music.
As has already been stated, the 22 srutis were primarily
derived for the purpose of fixing the suddha svaras of the
ancient scale. Since the idea of sa and pa as avikruta
svm·as had not yet. dawned, even sa and pa were
regarded ~ admitting of varieties, and thus we ·have the 22
srutis distributed over the sapta svaras in the order
4 3 2 4 4 3 2. Names for the 22 srutis are found in
Bharata's Natya sastm and these names are repeated in the
Sangita Tatn~kara, Sangita paTijiita and Sangita darpana.
But Narada's Sangita. makara11Ja and Bhavabhatta's Anupa
sangita viliisa give different sets of names for the 22 srutis.
ugt·a is a name figuriug in the first .two ri~menclature~.
Whereas in Narada's scheme, it is the htghest nshabha sruU,
j n th~ sclwm~ of others, it is the first nisha.d~ sruti.

1M
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The three sets of sruti nomenclatures are given on
:-
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TABLE VI

cHe:tr

J:fr~f

Daya.vati

Ranjani

Ratilcii

HHT

da:tir

Raudrr

Kmdhii

~1~1

~t~:Jr

C\llFm1

Sruti notnenclahtre
(Narada's Sangita makaranda)
Names of the Srutis.

Shadja

\ il
f9ri.\19Cf

~~~a1

TABLE Vii

I

I Sapta svaras.

Tivra. , Kumudvati Manda Chhandovati

I

I

Sruti nomenclature
(Bharata and~Sarngadeva)
Names of the Srutis.

'i

were produced. In other words: sruti Nos. 4, '7, 9, 13, ·
17, 20 and 22 were the 1tiyair' sntfis. · SMrM which
took other srutis Were called vikrta svaras,

\ Sapta svaras.

----------Rishabha

Siddha

Prabbavati

Ka.nta

Suprabha

Rr~f

!;Plf98T .

~FaT

gq~r

Gandhara

Sikh a

Diptimati

Ugi·a

f~\CIT

a:1faqa1

3~f

'Nirviri

Hladi

Vajrika.

Prasa.rini

Prlti

Ma1:jani

Cf~Cfif

q~nf{uft

qrru:

rnfr;:y1

Kshiti

Rakta

Sandrpini

Aliipini

~fa:

fffif

tFr.;)fq;:y)

8lli?ifftl<I1

Madanti

Rohini

Ramya

JFFcft

~fu:ur1

FGJT

Ugra

Kshobhini

~!lf

~ltiJOJ1

Madhyama

"

Panchama

4

Dhaivata

Nishada

.The italicised names in the above Tab! e are th e · t
srutts of the sapta svaras of the ancient scale .
th mya a
the sruti
hi J..
t.e., ey were
s ;9l;l w, C:•f the suddha svaras of the ancient SC,llle

,..,

,('

Kshariti

··viohuti

~=nf;a:

'f9ll_fa:

~u

(iqij~f

Ma.lini

.Ohapala

Bala

rn~ifl

~q(?;f

tt{f(?jf

Sarvaratnii

Vikalinl

Hrdayonmalt'ili :

;-,~M~ar.

.f?lcti~•n

': ~a;lflPlf~;ft

f9~nftun

Gandha.ra

Madhyama

Parichama

~&~~f

Santa

Visarint

Rishabha

; Fffq~.

~i?ifa:)
Dira · Sarpasaha

Shadja

Pmsunii
, qij_rlf

ona.tvata
'Nisha.da

~ \1\1!
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Five Jatis are rentioned for the 22 srutis :-

105

({l6fSS~CfT 'if Efl~Ulf ~~fr.:~fa ~fa~: I

Complementary Intervals in an octavo

Diptii, Ayala, Km·una, Mrudu and Madhya.
These terms possibly signified the emotional aspects
of the srutis.
Dipta =brilliant ; Ayata =stretched; Karunii::::: pathetic;
Mrudn =soft ; Madhya= intermediate.
Alaku (JJI6ll®) is the name for sruti in ancient Tamil
music and the 22 srutis are referred to as 22 alakus
( ~6\l@jiEGir).

TABLE VIII
Sruti Nomenclature
(Bhavabhatta's Anupo sangita viliisa).

Names of the Srutis.
Nandan a

Nishkala

Yf;:({iff

f~f'SEfl~T
Madhura
ij~{

Ranjika.

~fUr€flr

Guda.

f[_Gf

Sakal a

Lalitha Kiilcsharii

~f~cr

Bhragajati

Hratwagitz:

;rrrJtrfa-

q~errrrfa"
Alai~lcarini

'ifPHr

~uri

8l~enrf{ar1

Valita

Tristhana

Snsvm·ii

et~crr

f3fp.wn

gt9U

ijl~'lJT

Bhashangika

Rishabha

Efll~U

Purna

Saumya

Shadja

ij'l)~f

Chapara.

tf5fifir
Vainika

/ Sapta svaras

Vartika

~nr;rrfuEflr
ifJfflEflf
Vyapaka or Prasanna Subhagii
ol!fqEf)f
!:fij~f
lJlFTT

Ga,ndhara

An octave can be viewed as the sum of two intervals,
The frequencies of these two intervals will be different and
thei~ sum will be equ.al to 2, the frequency of the octave
note. Amongst these s:ets of complementary interval!)
forming an octave, the following features may be rroted : If of two intervals constituting an octave, one is a
samv,tdi interval, the other also is a samva.di interval.
1)

For example; the intervals of Panchama and the
Suddha madhyama together constitute an octave; j x j = 2
These two are samv,i.di intervals. They are samvadi svaras of
shadja.
2) If of two intervals constituting an octave, one is an
anuva.di interval, the other also is an anuvadi interval.
For example, the intervals of
(a) Chatussruti dhaivata
gandhara .
H X

and Komala
= 2 .

sa.dharana

H

(b) Trisruti dhaivata and sadharana ga.ndhara

Mad1Jyama
Panchama

* t===i
x

(cJ Dvisruti dhaivata and .Antara . ga.ndhara tx£=2
(d) Ekasruti dhaivata and Chyuta tbadliyama.
· gandhara
128

81

STX64=2
Dhaivata
Nisha.da

together constitute ·an octave.
thus ga and dhll
inclusive of their varieties 11re anuvadi intervals. They are
anuva.di svaras in relation to shadja.
3) If of two intervals constituting an octave, one is a
vivadi interval, the other also is a vivadi in~erval.
14

107

106
For example, the intervals of,
(a) Chatussruti rishabha and Kamala kaisiki nishada,
9

/

16

X

-}

-g- >, 9 = 2
(b) Trisruti risbabha and Kaisiki nishii,da

J~-

o=c

TABLE IX

2

-

H

(d) Ekasruti rishabha and Tlvra Ki1kali nisha.da.
200
24tJ

x

2Jil

l~s

together constitute an octave.
Thus ri and 11 i inclusive
of their varieties are vivrtdi intervals. They are viv~di svaras
in relation to shadja.
The viv:;,di svaras when sounded together give a
repulsive effect. The anuv:,_d( svaras when sounded together
give an effect which is neither pleasant nor repulsive. The
samvadi svaras when sounded together give a pleasant effect·
These are tnqths which hold good in all countries.

Other Srutis
With the progress of the art, a few more srutis came
into use.
In the lak :hana gita in Gundakriya raga
ascribed to Venkatamakhi, a reference is made to 24 srutis:
Subbarama Dikshitar however points out in the Errata that
the number 24, is a misprint for 22 which cann.ot be
reconciled (See the Sangita S·mlpradi'rprr Prodarsini Vol I
Pp. 244 and Errata P_ 6.)
.
In passing it may be pointed out that the advocates
of the theory of 53 srutis assign 9 srutis for a chatussruti
interval (major tone), 8 srutis for a trisruti interval (minor
tone) and 5 srutis for a purna dvisruti intPrval (diatonic
semi-tone). Thus the intervals figuring in S.:wkm abharana
scale will according to them be :
9
8
5
9
9
rl
g
Jl

8

5

11

.s

53

-·----------

l.

Shadja

15.

Panchama

2.

Prati Suddha Rishabha

16.

Prati Suddha Dhaivata

3.

Suddha Rishabha

17.

Suddha Dhaivata

4.

Prati Chatussruti Rishabha (Prati
Suddha
Gandhara)

18.

Pra ti Chatussruti Dhaivata (Prati Suddha
nishada)

5.

Chatussruti
Rishabha
(Suddha Gii,ndhMa)

19.

Chatussruti
Dhaivata
(Suddha Nishada)

6.

P r a t i
S:i.dhii,rana
Ga,ndhara
tP r a t i
Shatsruti Rishabha)

20.

Prati- Kaisiki Nishada
(P r a t i
Shatsruti
Dhaivata)

7.

Sadh:1.rana
Gn,ndhii.ra
(Shatsruti _Rishabha)

21.

Kaisiki Nisha.da (Shatsruti Dhaivata)

8~

Prati Antara Ganclhara
{Prati Antara · Rishabha)

22.

Prati Kakali -Nishada
(Prati Kakali Dhai- vata)

9.

Antara da.ndhara

23.

Kii.kali Nishada

2

=

Uttara.~ga.

Purvanga.

(c) Dvisruti rishabha and Kiikali nishada.
~()_ X ~G = 2
15

An interesting 18th cent. manuscript in the Tanjore
Saraswati Mahii.l Library by name /lfrltidlukiint fokshrna
(MS. No. 1160~) gives the following new, intelligent and
self-explanatory nomenclature for the 24 sruti( : -

10.

C h y u t a

Madhyama· 24.

11.

Suddha Madhyama

12.

Aprati Madhyama

13.

Prati Madhyama

14.

C h y uta
Panchama
Madhyama

Chyuta Shadja .Nishada

I

.

...,,

108

109

From the Table on the previous page, it will be
seen that the two extra srutis, arf srutis, Nos. 8 and 22.
These are the srutis between the S:i.dh:irana gi.ndhii,ra and
Antara gandhara and between the Kaisiki nishada and
Kakali nishii,da. The two srutis occur in the Silveri raga in
the phrases s r a 1· s and ZJ d 11 d p m u r 8 . These two
srutis do not figure in the scheme of 22.

svara as antara gandhara i or sii.dhii.rana giindhara
are
called Anuvadi svaras. These svaras are separated from
the vadi svara by 7 or 6 srutis. Svaras at an interval ,of 2
srutis from the vadi are m:vfi.di to one another : these-ate
mutually dissonant notes, The anuvadi svaras are neither
so consonant nor so dissonant in relation to the' ·v.adi
svara.

This Manuscript is incomplete and its author too is
not known. With the 24 srutis as 24 svarasthanas, the
author has propounded an ingenious scheme of 4624 mela
kartas. There are 136 chakras each chakra comprising
34 melakartas (136 x 34 = 4624 \.' For each of the four
madhyama varieties there are J4. chakras or 1156 melakartas. The scheme though of academic interest is interesting as showing the lofty heights to which the genius of
man has flown in the realm of pure musical theory.

The vadi svara is the same as the Jiva svara
of a raga and
is the
most
frequently
sppnded
note in a raga. It contributes to the melodic entity Qf .tpe
raga. V£viidi svaras should never occur in ,succe&&ionSuch svaras will destroy ·the melodic beauty of the rl'lga.

Now that the student has become familiar with the
topic of 22 srutis, the significance of 13harata's classification of svaras into: Vii.di, Samv:i.di, Anuvadi and Vivadi
will be appreciated. V ~di is the sounding note and samva,di is the note consonant with the v:idi. A samvadi svara
is separated from the vadi svara by 9 or 13 srutis i.e., it is at
a Panchama sthana or a Suddha Madhyama sth!tna from
the vadi svara. In other words, if the frequency of the vadi
svara= I, the frequencies of its samvadi svaras will be J and
!. Thus between the vadi svara and th'e samv,i,di Jrsvara
there are either 8 or 12 srutis. When a vii.di svara and its
samvadi svara (either its panchama or suddha madhyama)
are sounded together, the effect is pleasant and this is a
universal truth. Svaras which are related to the vadi

The 40 of the 72 melakartas which take one or
two of the following notes-Suddha Gandhara, Suddfta
Nishiida, Shatsruti Rishabha, or Shatsrufi Dhaivata-.are
thus *vivii ii melrrs. In those melas, !he vivaqitvl) is
skilfully got over by playing one of the vivii,di .sva~as with

*

Therefore. chmmatic scales. ore unkno·wn £n Indian music·
Ragas wherein two ·semi-tones occur ·in succes!)ion .are
subject to 1Jiv~di dnsho and lack the requisite qualitycpf

nrldi.

l

I

But there is no vivaditvn i1t the case n[. twfJ
sr1m-tonrs
ncrw'i·ing
annmd shadJa or pan.C;ham.a,
sinr:e tlw nne is a b•Isic mte and the other is a· iLigh{y
concrwdant w,te. Thus n s r , (kakali nispad~, "~h.a~j~
gamaka.

and suddha rishabha). ca~ occur in ,succession:;

lil,<.~wJ~e

':'Vivadi me/as are the melas of·the I ana VII cho.krti.s, taking.
.the suddha gandhara and the VI and X.II chakra11, ta.ljing th.e
shatsruti rishabbR. (24 in all);
and the first mela (taking
the sudrlha nishadR.) and the .last mela (ta,ldng :the shatsr11ti
dhaiva.ta) of each of the remaning 8 chakras (16 lllelas in !!,ll)
total 24+ 16=40.
·
·
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m p d (prati madhyama, panchama and suddha dhaivata)
can occur in succession, either in the ascending order or
descending order. A phrase like P m m G wherein the
first m is a prati madhyama and the second m is a suddha
madhyama and g is antara gandhara is also a good
combination and occurs in some desya ragas like Hindusthan
Behag.

modal shift of tnnic. Modal shift of tonic is referred to
variously as the process of grolw bhedom; sndi bhedam
and grulw svara bhedam.

Modal Shift of Tonic.
The scheme nf 22 srutis ·helped the ancient scholars to
discover new melas. Thus when a svara of the suddha
scale was made to lose one sruti i.e, was flattened by once
sruti or was made to gf/in one sruti i.e., was sharpened by
one sruti, a new mela resulted. Some interesting melas
were thus arrived at by the process of taking away or
adding one or two srutis to the notes of the suddha meta.
Another process by which new melas were discovered
was the lfrdal Shift nf . Ton£c. The tonic note or the
a.dhara shadja was shifted from note to note and when the
self-same notes of the original suddha scale were played
with the new notes as shadja, different scales resulted. It
is common knowledge that when the Rishabha of
Sankarabharana is taken as shadja and the same Sankarabharana svaras played, Kharaharapriya results. This
happens on account of the re-distribution of the intervals
amongst the sa pta svaras consequent. on the shifting of the
shadja. Likewise Sankarabharana's ga as shadja gives
Todi; its wz as shadja gives Kalyani ; its pa as shadja
gives Hariktl.mbhoji; and its dha as shadja gives Nata
bhairavi and so
on.
The chatunla.sa mnrchhanas
referred to in Chapter IV were derived by the process of

The process of Modal shift of tonic can 'be applied
easily to regularly symmetrical ragas like Sankarabharana,
Srrranjani and Mohana i· e., ragas whose arohana and
avarohana are exactly alike and possess the same svaras.
It may be applied and results worked out with ·some
effort to vakra ragas and app~renttr symmetrical ragas
like Mayuradhvani (s 1· m p n s - s n d m r s). It is
an axiomatic truth that in this process, a sampurna raga
will yield only a sampurna raga, a shadava raga will yield .
only a shadava raga, and an audava raga only an aUdava .
raga. A few familiar examples are given below : Mohana's

.Ri a(Shadja
results in

"
"

"

Ga
Pa
Dha

Hamsadhvani's Pa
Nagasvara.vali's Ma
Kiravani's
lYla
Pa

"

"
"

"
"
"

"
"

Madhyamavati
Malkaus
Suddha Sa veri

I

Udayaravi
'
. Chandrika
or.
Suddha dhahyasi
N agasvara vali
Hamsadhvani
Hemavati
Vakulabharanam

The process of modal shift of tonic when applied to
varja ragas will yield many startlingly new ragas hitherto
not thought of.
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For practically solving problems relating to modal
shift of tonic, the student may get hold of a Jalatarangam
set and tune the cups correctly to the starting scale for a
compass of two octaves. The svarasth:was of the starting
scale might also be marked on the Vina finger-board and
the instrument utilised for experimentally solving the
ptotJlems relating to modal shift of tonic.
With the instrument Mode-.~h7ft-inn or Groha /JI!edr1
Pradarsini devised by the author of this book, any
problem relating to modal shift of tonic can be easily
worked out and the resulting raga heard and also seen
visually (See also chapter V of South Indian Music :
Book V)

*

*

*

Scales of Equal Temperament
and Just Intonation
Temperament means tuning.
In the scale (~f erJuaz
tempemmenf,
the sthayi is divided into twelve equal
intervals or semi-tones with the necessary consequence
that the frequencies of some of the svaras are either
slightly below or .above their true ratios. In the scale
of .fn8t i11fountion, the notes are exactly true to their
pitch i.e., these notes are the acoustically correct intervals. This latter scale is the ideal scale.
It is also
referred to as the scale of con·ert £ntnnaUon, pnre £ntono.tion, true intnnation and unequnl tempemmenf.
In the
scale of just intonation, all the consonant'intervals are perfect. Equal temperament is a compromise between the
acoustically correct intervals and those required in
practical music (European).
The successive notes here
form a perfect geometrical progression and are separated

from their neighbours by. the same common interval. . or
the twelve notes of the sthayi in this scale, any two adjacent
notes bear the ratio I : 1·05946. The equi-tempered semitone becomes equal to 1·0594. The equi-tempered scale
offers an advantage to players of key-board and fixed-toned
instruments, since they are able to perform music on any
key (sruti).
In such instruments, with the exception of
the shadja and its octave, the other notes are not truly consonant. When violinists perform solo, they play in the
scale of just intonation. Likewise for the performers of
wind instruments, the presence of keys is not an impediment.
By involuntary adjustments in blowing, they perform.
, ,,
in the scale of just intonation.
In Indill,, all music is performed on one key (adha.ra
shadja) and hence the scale of just intonation is in
vogue here.
In this connection, the unsuitability of ~he harmonium
for playing classical Indian music might be ·pointed .out.
Not only is it not tuned to the scale of just intonation,
but there is no provision in it; for the playing of gamakas
and the subtle srutis. ..
.
Western musicians have so long been accustomed to
the artificial scale of equal temperament that they cannot
easily appreciate the subtle beauty undetlying the natural
tones used in Indian mtisic.
The Table on the next page will give an idea of the variations in the frequencie5 of notes in the two scales.
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TAbLE X
Sankarabharana

Just Intonation

s

r

~~---------·

1 1•125
240

Value
in cents 0

g

---~--------

m

d

p

--

n

s

-·------

1·250

1 333

1·500

1·687

1•875

270

300

320

360

405

450

204

386

498

702

906

2
480

1088 1200

Equi-tempered scale
g

m

1·122 1•260

1·335

1•498

1•682

1·888

240 269'4 302'4

320·4

359·4

403·4

453'4 480

500

700

900

1100 1200

s

Value
0
in cents

r

200

400

p

d

n

s

2

